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ACTIVITY HAZARDS ANALYSIS
SWF Form 385-1 April 2015
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Risk Assessment Code Matrix
Assess the impact of each hazard in terms of potential loss and cost, based on the probability and severity should an incident occur.
E = Extremely High Risk
H = High Risk
 Probability
M = Moderate Risk
L = Low Risk
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JOB STEPS
Break down the job into individual steps, e.g., mobilization, erect forms, erect scaffolding, install reinforcement bar, remove forms, demobilization.
HAZARDS
Identify the hazards, what are the man, machine, and environmental hazard factors of an operation.  Note: include hazards that could potentially change the risk, such as weather, changing site conditions, abnormal operating procedures, etc.  Do a change analysis when site conditions change.
ACTIONS TO ELIMINATE OR MINIMIZE HAZARDS
List the controls needed to eliminate or reduce the risks.  Controls can be in the form of educational controls (training), physical controls (barriers, guards, signs, etc.), Administrative Controls, Personal Protective Equipment, or Engineering Controls.  Risk avoidance is another alternative, are there ways to do the job differently so that risks aren't encountered.
RAC
EQUIPMENT
List equipment needed for the job.
TRAINING
List any specialized training or certifications needed for the job.
INSPECTION
List any inspection requirements, before, during, or after the job is completed.
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	For multiple job steps, use the highest obtained Risk Code. Note: the risk code is the residual risk after controls have been implemented.  The following codes require the appropriate personnel approvals:E = Division Commander (E = Extremely High Risk).  Equates to loss of ability to accomplish mission if hazards occur during mission.  H = District Commander (H = High Risk).  Results in significant degradation of mission capabilities if hazards occur during mission. M = Program Manager, Project Manager, Project Engineer (M = Moderate).  Minor injury, lost workday accident, compensable injury or illness, minor system damage, or minor property damage.L = First Line Supervisor, Quality Assurance Representative (L = Low).  Little or no impact on mission accomplishment.: 
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